Abstract: Nowadays, with highly developed instrumentation, sensing and actuation technologies, it is possible to foresee an important advance in the field of autonomous and/or semi-autonomous transportation systems. Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) have been subjected to very active research for many years, and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is one area of major interest. Among the most promising transport infrastructures, the articulated bus is an interesting, low cost, high occupancy capacity and friendly option. In this paper, an experimental platform for research on the automatic control of an articulated bus is presented. The aim of the platform is to allow full experimentation in real conditions for testing technological developments and control algorithms. The experimental platform consists of a mobile component (a commercial articulated bus) fully instrumented and a ground test area composed of asphalt roads inside the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) premises. This paper focuses also on the development of a human machine interface to ease progress in control system evaluation. Some experimental results are presented in order to show the potential of the proposed platform.
(conventional bus services) to fully-autonomous systems [8] . Within this context, the relevance of autonomous guidance in urban transportation targeting improvement of ITS efficiency has been recognized by several authors [8, 15] .
The advancement of ITS technology takes advantage of previous and parallel research on Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and mobile robots [16] . A theoretical contribution to the automatic steering of a city bus was presented in [17] , where two different approaches, linear and nonlinear controllers, were compared. The works related to the kinematic and dynamic models of wheeled mobile robots [18] have been important to understand modelling and therefore to set up the grounds for motion planning and control. For example, in [19] , the implementation of intelligent and stable fuzzy Proportional Derivative-Proportional Integral (PD-PI) controllers for steering and speed control of an AGV consisting of an electrically-powered golf car suitably modified for autonomous navigation and control was reported. In [20] active steering under model predictive control was researched. In [21] , a small electric mini-bus was used to demonstrate the autonomous driving capability and obstacle avoidance using GPS for localization and LIDAR for environment recognition.
Lateral vehicle control [22] is one major issue that has been studied because of its relevance [23] , both for warning about lateral vehicle displacement and possible automated intervening in manual driving [24] , as well as for full automation, as was shown in the California PATH program [25] and more recently in the DARPA Urban Challenge 2007. In this competition, Caltech contributed with a highly modified Ford E-350 van, nicknamed Alice [26, 27] , and the Team AnnieWAY demonstrated the results of the Cognitive Automobiles Project [28] , an autonomous vehicle that is capable of driving through urban scenarios. Another very relevant and cited contribution in the field was offered by [29] , where a prototype nicknamed Babieca (a modified Citroen Berlingo), equipped with a color camera combined with DGPS and on-board controls, allowed lateral and orientation position of the ego-vehicle with regard to the center of the lane, so steering an autonomous vehicle using vision. For lateral control and guidance, the use of magnetic markers on the floor was thoroughly investigated [30, 31] , and also, the fusion of magnetic markers with encoders has been considered [32] . Significant works on lateral control of heavy-duty vehicles like tractor semitrailers have been produced by the PATH program, implementing nonlinear and adaptive controllers for lateral control of heavy vehicles and presenting an experimental comparative study [33] [34] [35] . Other relevant problems for vehicle automation have been investigated, and, in particular, those related to control systems have received ample consideration: nonlinear control [36, 37] , observation of lateral vehicle dynamics [38] , external disturbance estimation [39] , driver assistance systems based on artificial potential fields [40] and fault-tolerant lateral control for heavy vehicles [41] .
While lateral control aims to keep the vehicle at the minimum departure distance from the required path, the longitudinal control [42, 43] mission is to properly control the vehicle advance along the desired trajectory, and, to achieve this, a number of critical adaptations need to be implemented. The main issues are start/stop, acceleration and deceleration, velocity control, obstacle detection/avoidance [43] and several others related to the safety of the overall operation [44] . From another side, it is important also to consider that for improved accuracy and reliability of autonomous vehicles' lateral and longitudinal controllers should be integrated because there is a coupling between steering and velocity actions, and the cross-effects of each one on the other need to be taken into account [45] . This is especially relevant when increasing the speed of operation, in platoon formation, and in variable road and vehicle conditions (slippage, cornering, tire traction forces, etc.).
An interesting work regarding automatic steering control based on how drivers steer has been performed by using the data of drivers' steering obtained through a number of experiments, showing that drivers in effect execute a naturally robust controller that allows high-gain corrections and is insensitive to variations in vehicle dynamics and speeds [46] . This controller has been implemented and validated on an 18.3 m articulated bus for revenue service [47] .
Having examined briefly the major components that could be needed to achieve autonomous vehicle driving, it is worth mentioning that there is a great interest in the development of more complex strategies like those regarding cooperative autonomous driving [48] aiming to obtain intelligent vehicles that could share roads and streets [49] [50] [51] . More recently and regarding bus automation, a small electric Cyberbus was used to demonstrate a parametric-based path generation algorithm for roundabouts [52] . Other related works have been concentrated on automated parking [53] . It is also worth mentioning the works using artificial intelligence methods based on fuzzy logic to control autonomous vehicles [54] [55] [56] and the latest developments regarding traffic sign detection [57] and an automatic system to detect distraction and drowsiness in drivers [58] .
In this paper, an experimental platform for research on the automatic control of an articulated bus is presented [14, 15] . The aim of the platform is to allow full experimentation in real conditions for testing technological developments and control algorithms. The experimental platform consists of a mobile unit (a commercial articulated bus, Volvo B10M-ART-RA-IN) fully instrumented and a ground test area composed of asphalt roads inside CSIC's premises. This paper focuses also on the development of an HMI to ease progress in the control system evaluation. Some experimental results are also presented in order to show the potential of the proposed experimental platform.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the experimental platform for the autonomous bus development with details about its instrumentation and the control architecture; Section 3 is devoted to the discussion of the longitudinal and lateral control approaches, as well as showing some experimental results. The paper is completed with the main conclusions, in Section 4.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Platform Overview
The purpose of the experimental platform is to provide a reliable base to carry out research and feasibility studies on automatic control of vehicles of large dimensions. Figure 1 shows the main elements of the experimental platform setup: (a) Volvo B10M-ART-RA-IN articulated bus (18 m in length); (b) private inner road facility located at CSIC's premises in Arganda del Rey (Madrid), with a total length of 385 m. This experimental road has been designed to contain "enough difficult" curvature sections to permit experimentation in demanding situations. Figure 1c shows an analysis of a possible bus trajectory in one section of the path.
Research on autonomous bus control requires deploying multiple sensors and actuators so that they can be used for both monitoring and control. Furthermore, a control system of this kind involves many variables to analyze and monitor during the testing period of the system and also during the various stages of implementation and demonstration. Therefore, it is of considerable importance to organize a robust observation and acquisition information architecture to gather the sensor signals that are set up in the system. The analysis and interpretation of those variables will benefit the design and the comparison of the different control strategies to be implemented for the automation of the articulated bus. Additionally, experimentation with transport systems of large dimensions requires special care for safety, and this requires knowing the state of the vehicle at all times. This information must be known to both the people who go on board the vehicle and to those working at different points of the test facilities. The electronic instrumentation system includes the elements shown in Table 1 . In Figure 2 , some sensors are shown during the operating tests carried out in the laboratory. 
Velocity Control
The bus velocity control aiming for longitudinal control is performed in the on-board computer by means of two main actions: (1) using an I/O board electronically connected with the bus electronics, where the desired reference advance velocity (throttle) is sent to the bus engine; (2) using the aforementioned I/O board for sending a brake reference signal to the DC motor driver that mechanically controls the brake (pedal) position.
In more detail, and for greater flexibility in the experimental development, the velocity control can be achieved in three ways: (1) the control computer sends the throttle commands to the bus potentiometer that regulates the bus's own throttle control system; (2) one additional potentiometer is installed near the driver´s seat and can be used manually to alter the computer command; (3) the driver, if seated, can use the throttle pedal to change the commanded velocity directly.
The implemented brake control system consists of a 24-volt DC motor (70 watts) with a gearbox (74:1) and encoder and a pulley with a steel cable whose free end is connected mechanically to the brake pedal ( Figure 3 ). This system works under digital PID closed-loop control receiving the desired reference velocity from the high level control system and comparing it with the actual velocity (provided by different sensors like encoders installed in the bus wheels or others). This system is very useful in practice, not only to stop the vehicle, but especially to regulate, working in combination with the throttle control, the bus velocity according to the desired values. There is an additional advantage consisting of the automatic regulation of the velocity independently of the road slope (positive or negative). Figure 4 shows the flowchart for the velocity control. 
In more detail, and for greater flexibility in the experimental development, the velocity control can be achieved in three ways: (1) the control computer sends the throttle commands to the bus potentiometer that regulates the bus's own throttle control system; (2) one additional potentiometer is installed near the driver's seat and can be used manually to alter the computer command; (3) the driver, if seated, can use the throttle pedal to change the commanded velocity directly.
Steering Control
The steering of the articulated bus aiming for lateral control has been achieved by incorporating a 24-volt DC motor (150 watts) with a gear reduction box (74:1) and an incremental optical encoder (2000 ppr) coupled to the steering wheel axis through a 1:1 toothed gear ( Figure 5 ). Both the DC motor and gearbox were calculated to deliver the required torque to the axis of the bus steering wheel. The optical encoder provides the angular steering wheel value to the PID digital controller in charge of the lateral control. Figure 5 serves to illustrate this assembly. 
The steering of the articulated bus aiming for lateral control has been achieved by incorporating a 24-volt DC motor (150 watts) with a gear reduction box (74:1) and an incremental optical encoder (2000 ppr) coupled to the steering wheel axis through a 1:1 toothed gear ( Figure 5 ). Both the DC motor and gearbox were calculated to deliver the required torque to the axis of the bus steering wheel. The optical encoder provides the angular steering wheel value to the PID digital controller in charge of the lateral control. 
The steering of the articulated bus aiming for lateral control has been achieved by incorporating a 24-volt DC motor (150 watts) with a gear reduction box (74:1) and an incremental optical encoder (2000 ppr) coupled to the steering wheel axis through a 1:1 toothed gear ( Figure 5 ). Both the DC motor and gearbox were calculated to deliver the required torque to the axis of the bus steering wheel. The optical encoder provides the angular steering wheel value to the PID digital controller in charge of the lateral control. Figure 5 serves to illustrate this assembly. The steering control system has been designed to allow input from different location information sources, the idea being to permit the exploration of using different sensors to assess the accomplishment of the desired trajectory for the bus. Moreover, as will be explained in more detail in Section 2.6, when dealing with the control architecture, it will be possible to employ several location sensors: GPS, magnetometer systems for magnetic markers' detection (hidden magnets buried along the desired bus path), odometer, computer vision and LIDAR. Depending on the chosen sensor, a processing algorithm is needed to transform the supplied data into a reference command signal to the steering control system so that the bus will be able to track the desired trajectory. The experimental setup prepared for this research has been configured to permit the simultaneous use of different, heterogeneous, location sensors, and so, an intelligent combination of sensors (i.e., GPS and computer vision) could be chosen to investigate their complementarity and advantages, normally requiring additional data fusion algorithms.
Regarding the desired trajectory, there are many possible ways to determine it, like manually driving the bus and recording the GPS coordinates, navigation with computer vision or LIDAR and logging data with the odometer or GPS, or just in real time with a magnetometers array looking for (detecting) hidden magnets on the path, among others. In Figure 6 , the flowchart for the steering control implemented in this work is shown. The steering control system has been designed to allow input from different location information sources, the idea being to permit the exploration of using different sensors to assess the accomplishment of the desired trajectory for the bus. Moreover, as will be explained in more detail in Section 2.6, when dealing with the control architecture, it will be possible to employ several location sensors: GPS, magnetometer systems for magnetic markers' detection (hidden magnets buried along the desired bus path), odometer, computer vision and LIDAR. Depending on the chosen sensor, a processing algorithm is needed to transform the supplied data into a reference command signal to the steering control system so that the bus will be able to track the desired trajectory. The experimental setup prepared for this research has been configured to permit the simultaneous use of different, heterogeneous, location sensors, and so, an intelligent combination of sensors (i.e., GPS and computer vision) could be chosen to investigate their complementarity and advantages, normally requiring additional data fusion algorithms.
Regarding the desired trajectory, there are many possible ways to determine it, like manually driving the bus and recording the GPS coordinates, navigation with computer vision or LIDAR and logging data with the odometer or GPS, or just in real time with a magnetometers array looking for (detecting) hidden magnets on the path, among others. In Figure 6 , the flowchart for the steering control implemented in this work is shown. 
Obstacle Detection
The development of a practical obstacle detection and safety system for vehicles often involves working in complex scenarios. The experimental platform includes two LIDAR systems, the LMS-221 and LMS-291. Both lasers (electronic device based) provide non-contact measurement of the surrounding environment in the form of a cloud of 2D data points. This experimental platform is completed by a catadioptric omnidirectional stereovision system [59, 60] , which together with the LIDAR make up a reliable obstacle detection system, and it could be useful for other related tasks. The chosen system is designed to work in harsh conditions (rain, snow, fog, warm or cold weather), mainly using the LMS-221. Some of the applications are: objects' measurement, positioning with respect to other vehicles and obstacle detection (in particular, pedestrian detection). The LIDAR can 
The development of a practical obstacle detection and safety system for vehicles often involves working in complex scenarios. The experimental platform includes two LIDAR systems, the LMS-221 and LMS-291. Both lasers (electronic device based) provide non-contact measurement of the surrounding environment in the form of a cloud of 2D data points. This experimental platform is completed by a catadioptric omnidirectional stereovision system [59, 60] , which together with the LIDAR make up a reliable obstacle detection system, and it could be useful for other related tasks. The chosen system is designed to work in harsh conditions (rain, snow, fog, warm or cold weather), mainly using the LMS-221. Some of the applications are: objects' measurement, positioning with respect to other vehicles and obstacle detection (in particular, pedestrian detection). The LIDAR can be used also to calculate the slope of the road, which can help the control system with additional useful information. Figure 7a shows the LIDAR system installed at the bus front, at a height of 930 mm and 1490 mm above the soil plane. The supporting structure is mechanically adjustable to permit several angles of inclination for these sensors. Figure 7b shows the omnidirectional stereo tracking system, which has been attached to the LIDAR system, with the aim of being used in some experimental trials to evaluate the efficiency of the obstacle detection process. With a range of angular action of 180 degrees and its real-time capabilities, the LIDAR can be used to detect animate or inanimate objects. This system can be used for the bus's own safety and that of its passengers in the case of finding inanimate obstacles close to the bus front and/or for the safety of a moving object crossing the bus path. be used also to calculate the slope of the road, which can help the control system with additional useful information. Figure 7a shows the LIDAR system installed at the bus front, at a height of 930 mm and 1490 mm above the soil plane. The supporting structure is mechanically adjustable to permit several angles of inclination for these sensors. Figure 7b shows the omnidirectional stereo tracking system, which has been attached to the LIDAR system, with the aim of being used in some experimental trials to evaluate the efficiency of the obstacle detection process. With a range of angular action of 180 degrees and its real-time capabilities, the LIDAR can be used to detect animate or inanimate objects. This system can be used for the bus's own safety and that of its passengers in the case of finding inanimate obstacles close to the bus front and/or for the safety of a moving object crossing the bus path. In order to test the capabilities of the experimental vehicle, a simplified object classification method is proposed, where the sensory system classifies the sensed scenario into two groups: sections with obstacles and safe path lane areas. The combination of LIDAR systems and cameras is widely used because of its complementary capabilities, and several techniques have been proposed for data fusion [61, 62] . In these works, a standard chessboard was utilized to calculate the transformation matrix between sensors. To compute obstacle detection, the data measurements from In order to test the capabilities of the experimental vehicle, a simplified object classification method is proposed, where the sensory system classifies the sensed scenario into two groups: sections with obstacles and safe path lane areas. The combination of LIDAR systems and cameras is widely used because of its complementary capabilities, and several techniques have been proposed for data fusion [61, 62] . In these works, a standard chessboard was utilized to calculate the transformation matrix between sensors. To compute obstacle detection, the data measurements from lasers are split into several subsets/segments by using the jump distance condition. Then, the subsets are classified into one of the two-defined groups by analyzing the geometrical properties of the segments such as the average deviations from the median and the jump distance to each succeeding segment, as described in [63] . The laser segments detected as obstacles are considered as inputs for computing disparities of the regions of interest of the omnidirectional images.
Obstacles detected along the vehicle trajectory are sorted into the three warning sections (see Figure 7c ). This classification relies on the distance and position between obstacles and the vehicle. When objects are placed in Section 3 or in Section 2, the vehicle decreases its velocity to 40% or 80%, respectively. In that way, a safety distance of 8-12 m could be achieved. However, when an object is detected within Section 1 (2.5 m), a full stop is carried out. Movement is resumed automatically when the obstacle disappears. Due to the vehicle characteristics, an avoidance maneuver was not considered. Many experimental tests were carried out with success.
Software and HMI
To speed-up the research of the automatic control system for the articulated bus and to monitor its performance during the experiments, it is convenient to incorporate a Human Machine Interface (HMI). In this section the main characteristics of this HMI will be described. The environmental constraints are considered a key point for designing this HMI. First, the mobile system is a long vehicle, with multiple variables, working in tough conditions under a real-time operation system. Because it must cover large displacements, the operator's safety (and comfort whenever possible) is a priority. The HMI must display comprehensible and significant information, and the real-time requirements must be satisfied.
The main purpose of the HMI is to establish friendly, remote and intuitive communications between the vehicle and the people who operate it, and it also includes an adaptable and open configuration. Thus, the HMI contains the following properties:
• Multiple sensors and variables can be visualized; two and three dimensions are considered for some sensors.
• Real-time visualization of the information.
•
Multiple and simultaneous clients connection can be accepted.
• Adaptable according to the requirements/configuration of every client.
• Data storage for every testing session.
The old session can be visualized: offline mode.
The TCP/IP communication protocol has been used to communicate between the vehicle and the users (researchers).
The HMI client-server architecture is based on a server running on-board the vehicle, operated on the RTOS (real-time operating system) named QNX ® [64] and a client that can run on any PC and that has been developed in MATLAB ® [65] . A simultaneous connection of several clients, from i = 1 . . . n, is possible, where each client is denoted as the i-client. Figure 8 shows the general diagram of the remote system communication between the server and the n-clients.
The HMI client-server architecture is based on a server running on-board the vehicle, operated on the RTOS (real-time operating system) named QNX ® [64] and a client that can run on any PC and that has been developed in MATLAB ® [65] . A simultaneous connection of several clients, from i = 1…n, is possible, where each client is denoted as the i-client. Figure 8 shows the general diagram of the remote system communication between the server and the n-clients. The server consists of a "Clients Manager", whose purpose is to create and control the communication channels with every connected i-client. It also has to handle the clients' requests considering the clients' initial configuration. In order to communicate between the server and the main controller, an interface has been created called "data_devices Manager", which is in charge of acquiring the information of the active devices and variables of the system.
The i-client consists of a graphical interface and a "Configuration_Profile Manager". The graphical environment is intended to display the multiple variables of the vehicle; the variables are classified and positioned in four groups or modules (see Figure 9 ). Module #1 displays the variables strongly associated with the steering control: the steering wheel position (angle) and the trajectory deviation angle. Module #2 shows the variables related to vehicle movement, i.e., the velocity and the interpretation of the brake and accelerator pedals. Module #3 is used for the depiction of the information acquired by the range sensor (LIDAR), whether it is displaying the data in 2D or 3D. Module #4 shows the bus trajectory. The Configuration_Profile Manager is in charge of supervising the execution of the i-client, according to the user's requirements. The server consists of a "Clients Manager", whose purpose is to create and control the communication channels with every connected i-client. It also has to handle the clients' requests considering the clients' initial configuration. In order to communicate between the server and the main controller, an interface has been created called "data_devices Manager", which is in charge of acquiring the information of the active devices and variables of the system.
The i-client consists of a graphical interface and a "Configuration_Profile Manager". The graphical environment is intended to display the multiple variables of the vehicle; the variables are classified and positioned in four groups or modules (see Figure 9 ). Module #1 displays the variables strongly associated with the steering control: the steering wheel position (angle) and the trajectory deviation angle. Module #2 shows the variables related to vehicle movement, i.e., the velocity and the interpretation of the brake and accelerator pedals. Module #3 is used for the depiction of the information acquired by the range sensor (LIDAR), whether it is displaying the data in 2D or 3D. Module #4 shows the bus trajectory. The Configuration_Profile Manager is in charge of supervising the execution of the i-client, according to the user's requirements. The remote communication begins by means of any i-client. The first action is the i-client identification; then, it sends its initial configuration profile, previously established, where the user chooses the variables of the system to be monitored. Once the configuration has been confirmed, the server starts the data sending procedure. This process will be performed until one of the linked parts breaks the connection. Due to the communication system being designed to operate with multiple and simultaneous clients/users, the server performance is not affected when an i-client is disconnected or a new i-client is connected. The Clients Manager creates an independent channel for every i-client, and when the server is disconnected, it sends a shutting down signal to all connected The remote communication begins by means of any i-client. The first action is the i-client identification; then, it sends its initial configuration profile, previously established, where the user chooses the variables of the system to be monitored. Once the configuration has been confirmed, the server starts the data sending procedure. This process will be performed until one of the linked parts breaks the connection. Due to the communication system being designed to operate with multiple and simultaneous clients/users, the server performance is not affected when an i-client is disconnected or a new i-client is connected. The Clients Manager creates an independent channel for every i-client, and when the server is disconnected, it sends a shutting down signal to all connected clients. The communication experiments were carried out at the CSIC premises where the network and the data traffic were monitored by the IT services. An optimal wireless connection for the on-board and the client PCs was created with the combination of an access point and range extender devices. In that way, the maximum bandwidth of the network was available. Although a detailed scaling analysis was not performed, because it was not needed for the experiments, there was a testing of the communication channels and the multiple-thread safety situation, and the maximum number of clients connected at the same time was ten. With ten connected clients, no significant problem regarding the server and the channel resources was detected. Figure 10 shows the HMI on board the bus during a test on the CSIC inner road. 
System Architecture
In order to achieve great flexibility in the experimental platform, the reference trajectory for the lateral control might be provided by different systems that could be employed as a single source of reference points or to investigate a suitable combination of sensors and sensor fusion algorithms: GPS, computer vision (B&W, RGB, stereo, omnidirectional), LIDAR, TOF, magnetometers detecting hidden magnets and odometers whose data are provided by encoders. Some of these sensors could be used also for longitudinal control (i.e., to detect obstacles like pedestrians with computer vision or LIDAR, to locate and identify traffic signals, to determine distance and velocity approach to other vehicles, etc.).
The source data for the bus's desired trajectory are processed by the control system, and specific filtering is applied depending on the selected source. The overall system architecture is illustrated in Figure 11 , and a general view of the installed instrumentation inside the bus is shown in Figure 12 . 
The source data for the bus's desired trajectory are processed by the control system, and specific filtering is applied depending on the selected source. The overall system architecture is illustrated in Figure 11 , and a general view of the installed instrumentation inside the bus is shown in Figure 12 .
be used also for longitudinal control (i.e., to detect obstacles like pedestrians with computer vision or LIDAR, to locate and identify traffic signals, to determine distance and velocity approach to other vehicles, etc.).
Results and Discussion
The automatic control of an articulated bus, presents, at a high level, some features similar to other automatic vehicles, mainly regarding instrumentation and communications [66] [67] [68] [69] . However, from the point of view of practical implementation and low-level control, there are some challenging differences. One major difference is inertia, which means greater power is involved and, so, more demanding control and safety measures must be applied, those being of special relevance when coping with down slopes. As a consequence, braking strategies and accelerations (longitudinal, lateral) are now of greater relevance with respect to those of cars or small buses as is the case of the European project CityMobil2 [70] . A second key difference with automatic cars or small buses [66] is the very long length of an articulated bus (about 18 m), which, adding the position of the steering wheel ahead of the front wheels (the bus driver is seated ahead of the front wheels), makes turning maneuvers very cumbersome (in fact, during our experiments, one of the most "striking" sensations was when approaching a curve and the steering wheel did not turn for a while, then it started to turn when the front wheels where required to follow the curve). Furthermore, because of the bus length and the presence of its central articulation, the trajectories of the front, middle and rear wheels present more differences than in the case of a shorter vehicle [66] , where practically the rear wheels are able to track the front wheels' trajectory [27] . This intrinsic articulated bus characteristic requires special attention when calculating the required steering angles for the desired bus trajectory.
The longitudinal control of the articulated bus is carried out so that the vehicle will be able to move ahead of the test lane at a desired speed. The speed used in most experiments was relatively slow due to safety reasons and to the intricacy of the trajectory (please refer to Figure 1 ) intended more for checking control performance than to go very fast. The average speed in the experiments Figure 12 . On-board instrumentation and control system of the experimental platform.
The longitudinal control of the articulated bus is carried out so that the vehicle will be able to move ahead of the test lane at a desired speed. The speed used in most experiments was relatively slow due to safety reasons and to the intricacy of the trajectory (please refer to Figure 1 ) intended more for checking control performance than to go very fast. The average speed in the experiments was ranging from 10 km/h to 25 km/h. However, in the straight section of the path, in some controlled experiments, the speed went up to 60 km/h. Figure 13 shows the longitudinal and lateral control scheme implemented in the bus Volvo B10M ART-RA-IN. Regarding longitudinal control, the system acts on the PotBox of the bus, which has an action range of 0 to 5 DC volts, rather than acting on the throttle, because the control over acceleration/speed of the bus is better in this case and more controllable. The acceleration is limited (saturated) in order to protect the PotBox and not to exceed the desired speed over limits that cannot be controlled, according to the experimental tests. When the bus exceeds the desired speed, then the acceleration controller stops and selects the brake controller. The brake controller has minimum and maximum limits, which determine the workspace for this controller. Within these limits, the brake controller generates a saw-tooth signal to act on the brake actuator, which consists of a DC servomotor (see Figure 3) . This makes the brake subsystem perform stopping of the bus as a gentle deceleration. When the speed decreases to a pre-set threshold, the brake subsystem stops acting and starts the accelerator subsystem. The bus speed is measured by a speed sensor whose resolution is greater than that offered by the original bus tachometer.
Regarding lateral control, an electric actuator composed of a DC motor, gearbox and encoder has been installed on the steering column (see Figure 5) . The actuator receives commands from the lateral control system, so that the vehicle will track the desired trajectory. It takes into account the steering limit, which in this case is ±900°. At the same time, it makes the axle of the front wheel range between ±45°. The feedback to the lateral control system is obtained by means of actual (lateral) position information in the form of the angular position (obtained from the different sensing possibilities: GPS, magnetometers, encoders, etc.), which is compared with the angular position command.
The results of longitudinal control for one of the experiments can be noticed in Figure 14 , where a comparison among the speed of the vehicle, the position of the brake and the acceleration along the longitudinal axis (bus forward motion) obtained through an IMU installed on the front axle is presented. In this experiment and during most of the trajectory, the commanded speed was about 10 km/h, because the test lane contains small radii of curvature and slopes. In the last trajectory When the bus exceeds the desired speed, then the acceleration controller stops and selects the brake controller. The brake controller has minimum and maximum limits, which determine the workspace for this controller. Within these limits, the brake controller generates a saw-tooth signal to act on the brake actuator, which consists of a DC servomotor (see Figure 3) . This makes the brake subsystem perform stopping of the bus as a gentle deceleration. When the speed decreases to a pre-set threshold, the brake subsystem stops acting and starts the accelerator subsystem. The bus speed is measured by a speed sensor whose resolution is greater than that offered by the original bus tachometer.
Regarding lateral control, an electric actuator composed of a DC motor, gearbox and encoder has been installed on the steering column (see Figure 5) . The actuator receives commands from the lateral control system, so that the vehicle will track the desired trajectory. It takes into account the steering limit, which in this case is ±900 • . At the same time, it makes the axle of the front wheel range between ±45 • . The feedback to the lateral control system is obtained by means of actual (lateral) position information in the form of the angular position (obtained from the different sensing possibilities: GPS, magnetometers, encoders, etc.), which is compared with the angular position command.
The results of longitudinal control for one of the experiments can be noticed in Figure 14 , where a comparison among the speed of the vehicle, the position of the brake and the acceleration along the longitudinal axis (bus forward motion) obtained through an IMU installed on the front axle is presented. In this experiment and during most of the trajectory, the commanded speed was about 10 km/h, because the test lane contains small radii of curvature and slopes. In the last trajectory segment of the test lane (straight line), the speed was increased up to 20 km/h. It can be noticed in Figure 14 that 25 s after the start, the brake system applies a brake signal to check if the system is working properly. Then, the main application of the brake controller is to regulate the speed commanded mainly during the downward slope section. This takes place between the times 125 and 300 s, approximately. It can be noticed in Figure 14 , for this period of time, that the brake signal (and correspondingly, the acceleration signal) shows an oscillation due to the chosen algorithm for the brake system, where a command signal in the shape of a saw-tooth is entered into the brake controller, which acts as a Proportional-Integral (PI) action and provides a comfortable sensation of very near constant speed, as should be expected. Brake control is applied 25 s after the start and from the times 125 to 300 s to cope with a downslope in the circuit. Figure 15 shows the experimental results obtained by applying the lateral control of the bus for tracking the required trajectory. This figure shows the steering command, the lateral acceleration of the bus and the angular rate on the Z-axis (azimuth). The angular rate sensor follows the curves of the trajectory commanded by the bus steering. The azimuthal speeds have been measured at two different points; the first, on the bus front axle, and the second, on the rotatory junction of the bus, in order to know both characteristics of its behavior. One of them is to know the position of the last section with respect to the first section of the bus. The lateral acceleration signal can be used in a feedback loop lateral control to improve the tracking of the trajectory. Using this signal in the control system, small lateral movements will be diminished. Figure 15 shows the experimental results obtained by applying the lateral control of the bus for tracking the required trajectory. This figure shows the steering command, the lateral acceleration of the bus and the angular rate on the z-axis (azimuth). The angular rate sensor follows the curves of the trajectory commanded by the bus steering. The azimuthal speeds have been measured at two different points; the first, on the bus front axle, and the second, on the rotatory junction of the bus, in order to know both characteristics of its behavior. One of them is to know the position of the last section with respect to the first section of the bus. The lateral acceleration signal can be used in a feedback loop lateral control to improve the tracking of the trajectory. Using this signal in the control system, small lateral movements will be diminished. different points; the first, on the bus front axle, and the second, on the rotatory junction of the bus, in order to know both characteristics of its behavior. One of them is to know the position of the last section with respect to the first section of the bus. The lateral acceleration signal can be used in a feedback loop lateral control to improve the tracking of the trajectory. Using this signal in the control system, small lateral movements will be diminished. The lateral error during the trajectory tracking was relatively small and within the safety margins established in the control strategy. Figure 16 shows that the maximum peaks of the lateral error were approximately 0.35 m, these peaks being located in the smallest curvature radii sections, where the bus front is more separated from the theoretical trajectory to precisely cope with the curvature. During most of the trajectory, the lateral error was about or less than 0.10 m, which is acceptable for a bus of these dimensions.
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The lateral error during the trajectory tracking was relatively small and within the safety margins established in the control strategy. Figure 16 shows that the maximum peaks of the lateral error were approximately 0.35 m, these peaks being located in the smallest curvature radii sections, where the bus front is more separated from the theoretical trajectory to precisely cope with the curvature. During most of the trajectory, the lateral error was about or less than 0.10 m, which is acceptable for a bus of these dimensions. Many experiments have been performed within the CSIC experimental test area. Figure 17 illustrates the automatic control of the articulated bus following a required trajectory. The steering wheel angular rotation experimental data are shown as the correlation with the real trajectory. In this way, many longitudinal and lateral control algorithms were compared using this experimental platform, where reliable external references, sensors and electronic instrumentation have been Many experiments have been performed within the CSIC experimental test area. Figure 17 illustrates the automatic control of the articulated bus following a required trajectory. The steering wheel angular rotation experimental data are shown as the correlation with the real trajectory. In this way, many longitudinal and lateral control algorithms were compared using this experimental platform, where reliable external references, sensors and electronic instrumentation have been demonstrated to be very useful. Figure 18 shows the steering wheel in automatic mode in several positions (video snapshots) when the bus is passing by one curved section of the test lane, during one of the experimental proofs. Many experiments have been performed within the CSIC experimental test area. Figure 17 illustrates the automatic control of the articulated bus following a required trajectory. The steering wheel angular rotation experimental data are shown as the correlation with the real trajectory. In this way, many longitudinal and lateral control algorithms were compared using this experimental platform, where reliable external references, sensors and electronic instrumentation have been demonstrated to be very useful. Figure 18 shows the steering wheel in automatic mode in several positions (video snapshots) when the bus is passing by one curved section of the test lane, during one of the experimental proofs. 
Conclusions
In this paper, an experimental platform for research on the automatic control of an articulated bus aiming to allow full experimentation in real conditions for testing technological developments and control algorithms in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has been introduced. A short review of the state of the art in ITS served as a motivation for the undertaken work, and it was followed by the presentation of the experimental platform, which consisted of a mobile Figure 18 . Details of the steering wheel during one curved section of the experimental tests.
In this paper, an experimental platform for research on the automatic control of an articulated bus aiming to allow full experimentation in real conditions for testing technological developments and control algorithms in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has been introduced. A short review of the state of the art in ITS served as a motivation for the undertaken work, and it was followed by the presentation of the experimental platform, which consisted of a mobile component (a commercial articulated bus fully instrumented) and of a ground test area composed of asphalt roads inside the CSIC premises in Madrid. A robust information acquisition architecture composed of a heterogeneous and complementary set of sensors was implemented and integrated on the platform in order to provide real-time monitoring and control of the multiple variables involved in the autonomous operation of the articulated bus. Details regarding instrumentation and the implementation of bus velocity and steering control, as well as obstacle detection and a human machine interface developed to ease progress in the control system evaluation were provided.
Experimental testing of longitudinal and lateral control approaches were also presented and illustrated with the results of many tests performed within the experimental area. Experimental results exhibit that the proposed velocity control, which is based on a PID closed-loop controller, is capable of providing automatic regulation of the velocity independently of the road slope and the demanding layout of the bus track. On the other hand, the steering control was shown to keep the lateral error below 0.10 m during the trajectory tracking experiments, which is quite acceptable for a bus of these dimensions. The safety system was confirmed to be effective in detecting dynamic obstacles and sorting them into three predefined warning sections. This strategy allows the articulated bus either to stop or to reduce its velocity depending on the distance between the obstacle and the vehicle. Finally, the HMI proved to be a friendly and intuitive means of communication between the human operator and the controlled articulated bus. The adaptable and open configuration of the HMI enables the real-time control of the system, as well as the real-time visualization of the multiple variables of interest acquired by the sensors.
In future works, we will implement and evaluate different controllers for this experimental platform in order to compare them in order to reach new conclusions.
